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Abstract. Convective and stratiform precipitation events have fundamentally different physical causes. Using a radar composite over Germany, this study separates these precipitation types and compares extremes at different spatial and temporal scales, ranging from 1 to 50 km and 5 min to 6 h, respectively. Four main objectives are addressed. First, we investigate extreme precipitation intensities for convective and stratiform precipitation events at different spatial and temporal resolutions to identify type-dependent space and time reduction factors and to analyze regional and seasonal differences over Germany. We find strong differences between the types, with up to 30% higher reduction factors for convective compared to stratiform extremes, exceeding all other observed seasonal and regional differences within one type. Second, we investigate how the differences in reduction factors affect the contribution of each type to extreme events as a whole, again dependent on the scale and the threshold chosen. A clear shift occurs towards more convective extremes at higher resolution or higher percentiles. For horizontal resolutions of current climate model simulations, i.e., \(~10\) km, the temporal resolution of the data as well as the chosen threshold have profound influence on which type of extreme will be statistically dominant. Third, we compare the ratio of area to duration reduction factor for convective and stratiform events and find that convective events have lower effective advection velocities than stratiform events and are therefore more strongly affected by spatial than by temporal aggregation. Finally, we discuss the entire precipitation distribution regarding data aggregation and identify matching pairs of temporal and spatial resolutions where similar distributions are observed. The information is useful for planning observational networks or storing model data at different temporal and spatial scales.

1 Introduction

The IPCC’s fifth assessment report highlights an intensification of heavy precipitation events in North America and Europe (Hartmann et al., 2013) and projects further increase of extremes as global temperatures rise (Collins et al., 2013). The study of extreme events is complex due to a strong inhomogeneity of precipitation intensities in space and time. Assessment of precipitation extremes, e.g., as defined by an intensity threshold, is strongly scale dependent and therefore requires specification of the analyzed spatial and temporal resolution.

Even though spatial and temporal scales are far from independent (Taylor, 1938), it is often unclear how to compare data sets directly when their data are measured at differing resolutions. The data resolution needed by users, e.g., hydrologists or crop modelers, often differs from that at which observed or modeled data are recorded (Willems et al., 2012).

The primary societal interest in extreme precipitation lies in its hydrological implications, typically requiring statistics of precipitation extremes for the area of a given catchment or drainage system, which is not identical to that of model grid boxes or the observations.

Moreover, temporal scales relevant to flood risk vary enormously with area (Blöschl and Sivapalan, 1995; Westra et al., 2014); for catchments, hours to days are relevant (Mueller and Pfister, 2011), whereas urban drainage systems of \(~10\) km (Arnbjerg-Nielsen et al., 2013) are impacted at...
timescales from minutes to hours (De Toffol et al., 2009), and soil erosion can occur at even smaller scales (Mueller and Pfister, 2011).

Areal reduction factors (ARFs) and intensity–duration functions have previously been used to describe the decrease of average precipitation intensity due to spatial and temporal aggregation (Bacchi and Ranzi, 1996; Smith et al., 1994). The capability of radar data to capture the spatial structure of storms was identified as a key factor in deriving the ARFs (Bacchi and Ranzi, 1996; Ambjerg-Nielsen et al., 2013). A general outcome was that ARFs exhibit a decay with respect to the return period (Bacchi and Ranzi, 1996; Sivapalan and Blöschl, 1998) and a dependency on the observed region, resulting from different governing rainfall generation mechanisms (Sivapalan and Blöschl, 1998).

In the current study we separate the physically different processes leading to convective and stratiform type precipitation events. Using synoptic observation data, we classify precipitation events into these two types, allowing us to analyze their aggregated statistics individually across scales.

The two types physically differ in that convection is often initiated by local radiative surface heating, resulting in a buoyantly unstable atmosphere (Houze, 1997), whereas stratiform precipitation stems from large-scale frontal systems and relatively weak and uniform up-lifting. Analyzing these two types separately regarding their intensities at different scales can, e.g., be important when considering temperature changes, such as anthropogenic warming: over large scales, the changes were found to be moderate, whereas for very small scales it has been argued that the two processes may increase with warming (Trenberth, 1999; Trenberth et al., 2003; Trenberth, 2011; Lenderink and van Meijgaard, 2008), albeit at very differing rates (Berg et al., 2013). Using high-resolution model simulations, heavy precipitation at high temporal resolutions was suggested to increase strongly in a future climate and a dominant contribution to extreme events to stem from convective events (Kendon et al., 2014; Muller et al., 2011; Attema et al., 2014). In spite of their small horizontal and temporal range, convective events can cause substantial damage (Kunz, 2007; Kunz et al., 2009), e.g., through flash floods (Marchi et al., 2010).

Numerous studies have assessed the temporal and spatial characteristics of precipitation events using a storm centered, or Lagrangian, approach (Austin and Houze Jr., 1972; Houze Jr. and Hobbs, 1982; Moseley et al., 2013) which focuses on the storm dynamics, e.g., lifetime or history of its spatial extent. Moseley et al. (2013) showed that, for Lagrangian event histories of 30 min, the convective type can produce significantly higher intensities than the stratiform type. As we here focus on potential hydrological applications and those addressing possible impact of extremes, e.g., floods, defining events over a fixed surface area and time period is more appropriate (Berndtsson and Niemczynowicz, 1988; Onof et al., 1996; Bacchi and Ranzi, 1996; Michele et al., 2001; Marani, 2003, 2005). The statistics thereby constitute averages over a defined space–time window within which both dry and wet sub-intervals may occur.

In this study, we analyze at which fixed temporal and spatial scales convective precipitation dominates precipitation extremes. To this end, we analyze 2 years of mid-latitude high-resolution radar data (5 min temporally and 1 km spatially), classified by precipitation types and separated into seasons (summer vs. winter) and geographic areas (northern vs. southern Germany). Analysis of these data over large spatial and temporal periods characterizes the statistical aggregation behavior in space and time. It can quantify the requirements on minimal model resolution sufficient for the proper description of the respective extremes. Revisiting the Taylor hypothesis (Taylor, 1938), we contrast the two precipitation types as to how resolutions in space and time can be compared. Using a resulting effective advection velocity, we give a simple means of quantifying effective temporal averaging in models, resulting from a given spatial resolution.

The structure of the article is as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe the data and methods used. Section 3 presents the results for extremes at different resolutions (Sect. 3.1) and suggests a method to compare the corresponding probability density functions (PDFs) (Sect. 3.2). We close with discussions and conclusions (Sect. 4).

2 Data and methods
A Germany-wide radar composite (RADOLAN-RY) from the German Weather Service is used in this study. This data set is provided on an approximate 900 km × 900 km grid with a 1 km horizontal resolution and contains information derived from 17 radar measurement facilities (Fig. 1). The rain-fall rates (R) were derived from raindrop reflectivities (Z) using the Z–R relationship (Steiner et al., 2004). The data are stored as discrete instantaneous intensities with an increasing bin size towards higher values. For the analysis, the 2-year time period covering 2007–2008 is considered. The data have been used (Moseley et al., 2013) and compared with gauge data previously (Berg et al., 2013).

For the current analysis, radar grid points are aggregated in time, i.e., Δt ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 120, 180, 240, 360} min, and in space over square grid box areas with linear dimensions Δx × Δx ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 25, 50} km. Aggregation includes all possible pairs (Δt, Δx). Spatial aggregation is performed such that a coarser grid box starts at the bottom left corner of the domain and aggregates over the respective number of grid points towards the top right, with no overlap between the coarser grid boxes. As a consequence, the number of aggregated grid box scales \( \sim 1/ (\Delta t \Delta x^2) \). In cases where the original horizontal resolution cannot evenly be divided by the resolution of the coarser grid, the remaining grid points at the top and right border are not considered. This is the closest mimic of a gridded model.
Synoptic cloud observations, at 222 stations, obtained from the Met Office Integrated Data Archive System (MI-DAS) database (http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/view/badc.nerc.ac.uk__ATOM__dataent_ukmo-midas) are used to separate large-scale and convective precipitation following Berg et al. (2013). The locations of the stations used are shown in Fig. 1. The classification process is carried out such that first a classification is made for each station and each 3 hourly observation into convective, stratiform, mixed or no observations. Second, to ensure more stable conditions, the classifications are aggregated in space to quadrants over the region (see Fig. 1) such that each quadrant contains one single classification for each 3 hourly time period. The aggregated classification can only be convective (stratiform) if there are no simultaneous observations of stratiform (convective) in the quadrant, or else the classification will be considered to be of the mixed type.

For the aggregated time resolutions 5 to 180 min, the precipitation is flagged as convective, respectively stratiform, according to the corresponding 3 hourly time slice. For time resolutions longer than 3 hours, two 3 hourly time slices have to be considered. Here we classify the precipitation event as stratiform or convective only if the type is identified at least at one of the time slices and the other time slice was not identified as the opposite type of event. This procedure was found to be the best compromise between rigid classification and sufficient data availability at the coarsest averaging windows.

Next, for each averaging window, the total number of convective and stratiform events, i.e., single time steps with an intensity higher than 1 mm day$^{-1}$, is counted. To ensure that enough events for statistical analysis are present, the analysis is restricted to resolutions where at least 500 convective and 500 stratiform events were detected. All other fields will be marked as insufficient (gray squares in the Figs. 3, 4 and 8).

3 Results

3.1 Quantifying the impact of spatial and temporal aggregation on convective and stratiform precipitation extremes

3.1.1 Differential impact on exceedance probabilities

We define the cumulative distribution function (CDF) as the probability of precipitation intensity exceeding a given intensity $I$:

$$CDF(\Delta t, \Delta x, I) \equiv \frac{\int_0^{\infty} N(\Delta t, \Delta x, I')dI'}{\int_0^{\infty} N(\Delta t, \Delta x, I')dI'},$$

(1)

where $N(\Delta t, \Delta x, I)$ is the number of data aggregates to resolution $\Delta t$ and $\Delta x$ with averaged precipitation intensity $I$, and $I_0$ is the lower measurement cutoff. In the following, we choose $I_0 = 1 \text{mm day}^{-1}$ throughout. $CDF(\Delta t, \Delta x, I)$ thus describes the percentiles of precipitation intensity when conditioning on wet periods. Figure 2 shows $CDF(\Delta t, \Delta x, I)$ for Germany for different $\Delta t$ and $\Delta x$ conditional on convective and stratiform events. Note the logarithmic representation of the data, i.e., the figure focuses on the high precipitation intensities between the 99.9th percentile ($10^{-1}$) and the 90th percentile ($10^1$) of the distribution.

It is important to realize the effect of aggregation at varying scales. Consider first spatial aggregation (see legend in Fig. 2). Convection forms patterns with intense and localized precipitation peaks, separated spatially by regions without precipitation (Austin and Houze Jr., 1972; Moseley et al., 2013; Berg et al., 2013). Performing averages over areas of increasing size therefore yields broad variation of averages at small spatial scales but rapid decrease of variation as data are aggregated over larger areas. Stratiform precipitation is more uniform in the sense that sampling over small areas yields a good description of the statistics also at larger areas of aggregation.

Consider now temporal aggregation from an interval well below the convective lifetime (e.g., $\ll 30 \text{min}$): the effect of temporal aggregation is to even out spatial variations due to the large-scale flow. This makes convection appear spatially

Figure 1. Data used in the analysis. Map of Germany with the synoptic stations (red crosses) and the radar locations and approximate range (gray circles). Dashed black lines indicate the division of the domain into quadrants.
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approximately 30 min, a spatial extent of (2013) the average convective event has a lifetime of approximately 30 min, a spatial extent of \( 10 \text{ km} \) and a propagation speed of \( \sim 10 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). When using a 50 km grid box and 5 min temporal resolution, the event will move about 3 km; therefore it can be assumed that the event stays in one grid box. It will affect roughly \( 10 \times 10 \text{ km} \) \( \approx 4 \% \) of the cell at a time. When an event of \( \sim 10 \text{ km} \) cross section moves over a location with \( \sim 10 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), its passage over the location would last \( \sim 1000 \text{ s} \), which is \( \sim 17 \text{ min} \) and \( \frac{17}{360} \approx 5 \% \) of the matching time interval of 6 h.

We make several observations in support of this assessment (Fig. 2): first, while convective precipitation can be much more intense (compare, e.g., the solid curves in Fig. 2a vs. b), the decrease of mean intensity due to aggregation is more pronounced than for stratiform precipitation. Second, we find that the relative differences in the CDFs between the 1 and 50 km data are stronger if the data are stored at 5 min resolution than for the 360 min data. For stratiform events we find almost no differences between precipitation intensities at resolutions below 12 km for a 360 min temporal resolution. Only at the largest regions, 50 km, do the spatial aggregations clearly modify the CDF as the non-precipitating region off the boundary of the event is included. This finding suggests that, for a given time resolution, there should be an associated horizontal resolution to store or collect data, i.e., a resolution that carries similar information about the distribution function.

More generally, this highlights the close match of the convective intensity CDFs when comparing two data sets of different resolution, namely 5 min and 50 km vs. 360 min and 1 km. For these pairs of resolutions time aggregation has a similar statistical effect on precipitation intensities as does spatial aggregation.

This latter observation can be appreciated when remembering the Taylor hypothesis of “frozen turbulence” (Taylor, 1938), which states that as the mean atmospheric flow advects eddies past a station, information about spatial variations can be gained as long as the properties of the eddies remain frozen in time. Consider, for example, an average convective event with constant precipitation intensity over its lifetime. According to Berg et al. (2013) and Moseley et al. (2013) the average convective event has a lifetime of approximately 30 min, a spatial extent of \( \sim 10 \text{ km} \) and a propagation speed of \( \sim 10 \text{ m s}^{-1} \). When using a 50 km grid box and 5 min temporal resolution, the event will move about 3 km; therefore it can be assumed that the event stays in one grid box. It will affect roughly \( 10 \times 10 \text{ km} \) \( \sim 4 \% \) of the cell at a time. When an event of \( \sim 10 \text{ km} \) cross section moves over a location with \( \sim 10 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), its passage over the location would last \( \sim 1000 \text{ s} \), which is \( \sim 17 \text{ min} \) and \( \frac{17}{360} \approx 5 \% \) of the matching time interval of 6 h.

In the following we discuss how the actual observations depart from the approximation of the Taylor hypothesis and how this departure is influenced by the precipitation type. In reality, there are complications such that events change intensity also on short timescales, many events can be superimposed in space and time, and the large-scale flow is not constant.

To proceed, we now focus on intensity changes at a specific percentile, defined for a given combination of \( \Delta t \) and \( \Delta x \) by the inverse of Eq. (1), i.e., the intensity corresponding to a choice of exceedance probability. We will later return to the entire distribution functions in Sect. 3.2. Specifically, we now choose the 99th percentile of all detected precipitation events and refer to this percentile as extreme precipitation. This percentile was found to be a good compromise between the aim of focusing mainly on the high end of the intensity distributions and the need for sufficient data for the statistics. Using a percentile value as threshold to define precipitation extremes is a common practice.

For varying \( \Delta x \) and \( \Delta t \), Figs. 3 and 4 show the 99th percentile of precipitation intensities for convective (termed \( \hat{I}_c(\Delta t, \Delta x) \)) and stratiform (termed \( \hat{I}_s(\Delta t, \Delta x) \)) events, respectively, for the entire region of Germany and separated into northern and southern Germany as well as for the whole year and separated into the summer (April–September) and winter (October–March) seasons. Note that we used a nonlinear scaling for the horizontal and vertical axes to better visualize the intensity changes at very high resolutions. The same plots as in Figs. 3 and 4 but with linear scales are shown in the Supplement. In the linear case the arcs, found when connecting fields with similarly extreme intensities, become almost straight lines. Straight lines mean that for any choice of

Figure 2. Cumulative probability density functions of precipitation intensities. All of Germany for the years 2007–2008, aggregated at different horizontal and temporal resolutions: (a) convective events and (b) stratiform events.
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Figure 3. Convective extremes as a function of resolution. The 99th percentile of convective precipitation intensities, aggregated over different parts of Germany for the years 2007–2008, on different horizontal (horizontal axis) and temporal (vertical axis) resolutions: entire year (a–c), summer season (d–f) and winter season (g–i). All of Germany (a, d, g), northern Germany (b, e, h), southern Germany (c, f, i); intensities given in mm h\(^{-1}\).

a resolution pair, equivalent resolutions, i.e., those of similar extremes, can be obtained by simple linear transformations.

When comparing \(\hat{I}_{cv}(\Delta t, \Delta x)\) (Fig. 3) to \(\hat{I}_{ls}(\Delta t, \Delta x)\) (Fig. 4), it is striking that at high temporal and spatial resolutions the intensity \(\hat{I}_{ls}\) is only about one-third of \(\hat{I}_{cv}\). However, \(\hat{I}_{ls}\) shows much less spatial and seasonal differences when compared to \(\hat{I}_{cv}\). For example, the increase in intensity at the highest resolution in summer vs. winter is about 220 % for \(\hat{I}_{cv}\) but only approximately 20 % for \(\hat{I}_{ls}\). This finding is in line with the relatively weak temperature response of stratiform precipitation intensities as reported recently (Berg et al., 2013).

Regionally, southern Germany exhibits higher \(\hat{I}_{cv}\) in summer as compared to the north. This may largely be due to not only complex orographic areas in southern Germany, e.g., the highly convectively active area of the Black Forest in southwestern Germany (Khodayar et al., 2013), but also latitudinal temperature differences and the more continental climate of the south.

The highest intensities of stratiform precipitation occur in northern Germany in the months May to September. We find that for time durations shorter than 3 h the highest intensities occur between June to August. For longer time durations, the highest intensities occur in the months September to November (see Supplement).

3.1.2 Scaling behavior of convective and stratiform precipitation events

To quantify the reduction due to spatial aggregation, we define the area reduction factor \(\text{ARF}(\Delta x)\) as the reduction of the 99th percentile at spatial resolution \(x\) relative to the percentile (here defined as \(\hat{I}_{ori}\)) at the original resolution (5 min, 1 km). Varying now the spatial resolution while keeping the temporal resolution fixed (at 5 min), we define

\[
\text{ARF}(\Delta x) \equiv 1 - \frac{\hat{I}(\Delta x)}{\hat{I}_{ori}},
\]

where \(\hat{I}\) and \(\hat{I}_{ori}\) is shorthand for either of the precipitation types. Analogously, we define the duration reduction factor \(\text{DRF}(\Delta t)\) as the intensity reduction due to temporal aggregation relative to \(\hat{I}_{ori}\), while keeping the spatial resolution at 1 km, i.e.,

\[
\text{DRF}(\Delta t) \equiv 1 - \frac{\hat{I}(\Delta t)}{\hat{I}_{ori}}.
\]
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Figure 4. Stratiform extremes as a function of resolution; otherwise similar to Fig. 3.

seen when the spatial (Fig. 5a) or temporal (Fig. 5b) resolution is decreased. The reduction due to spatial aggregation shows clear seasonal and regional differences: the lowest ARFs occur in northern Germany in winter (68% at 50 km grid size) and the highest in southern Germany in summer (84% at 50 km grid size). Temporal aggregation is nearly independent of seasonal and regional distinctions and reaches values of about 80 to 85% at a 6 hourly resolution. The differences found between \( \hat{I}_{cv} \) and \( \hat{I}_{ls} \) are hence larger than all other seasonal or regional differences within one type. 

\( \hat{I}_{ls} \) shows much less pronounced ARFs and DRFs. For the maximum spatial aggregation, only 52% reduction is found in northern Germany in winter. The seasonal and regional differences are smaller than for \( \hat{I}_{cv} \) and differ only by less than 10 percentage units. Temporal aggregation shows also only small regional and seasonal differences, causing DRFs of 60 to 70% at a temporal resolution of 6 h.

3.1.3 Comparing the relevance of space compared to time aggregation

We can distinguish the behavior of spatial and temporal aggregation using two kinds of approaches (Deidda, 2000). The first approach would be to regard precipitation as a self-similar process (simple scaling). In this case the Taylor hypothesis (Taylor, 1938) would be obeyed, and temporal variations can be reinterpreted as spatial variations that are advected over a fixed location by a large-scale flow that is constant over the observed temporal and spatial scales.

Following the notion of “frozen turbulence”, intensity change due to spatial aggregation can then be calculated from the intensity changes that result due to temporal aggregation multiplied by a constant velocity \( u \), i.e., \( \Delta x \approx \Delta t \cdot u \). This would only hold if precipitation extremes could be seen as objects of temporally constant characteristics that are translated by large-scale advection. If we also assume spatial inhomogeneity only to occur in the advection direction, a gauge station could be used to measure the precipitation intensities that fall over an area (Fig. 6a).

The second approach would assume that the spatial and temporal aggregation behavior of precipitation extremes would behave like a self-affine process (a process where the ratio of scales is changing as one of the scales changes). In this case, the simple linear relation that connects changes due to time aggregation with changes due to spatial aggregation through an advection velocity generally does not hold anymore (e.g., due to temporal (Fig. 6b) or spatial inhomogeneity (Fig. 6c)). A multifractal analysis is needed where, in short, the “velocity” itself would become a function of the respective spatial and temporal scales. If this function is known, it is possible also for self-affine processes to connect spatial and temporal scales. Proper understanding of the relationship between spatial and temporal aggregation is crucial,
Our goal here is to characterize the differences in scaling of convective and stratiform extremes. Comparing the intensity reduction due to time aggregation for the 1 km data set (Fig. 3a, left column) with the intensity reduction that results from spatial aggregation at a temporal resolution of 5 min (bottom row), a 4 km spatial aggregation is comparable to that of spatial aggregation for roughly 15 min. Similarly, for stratiform precipitation (Fig. 4a) we find that 6 km spatial aggregation corresponds to 15 min temporally. There is hence a dependence on the precipitation type, a relation we now analyze.

Figure 7a shows for each horizontal resolution the matching temporal resolution that achieves similar intensity reduction. We describe the relation between temporal and spatial aggregation at a fixed $\Delta x$ by

$$f_{\Delta x}(\Delta t) = [\hat{I}(\Delta t, 1 \text{ km}) - \hat{I}(5 \text{ min}, \Delta x)].$$

We now define $\phi_{\Delta x}$ as the minimum value of $f_{\Delta x}$ w.r.t. $\Delta t$:

$$\phi_{\Delta x} = \min_{\Delta t} f_{\Delta x}(\Delta t).$$

The best matching time window $\Delta t$ for a given $\Delta x$ can be determined using the inverse function of $f_{\Delta x}$: $\Delta t = f^{-1}(\phi)$.

In practice, we determine $\Delta t$ by an iterative numerical procedure, using first an interpolation between available resolutions for better approximation. The result for several high percentiles is shown for both precipitation types over Germany for the entire year on a log–log plot (Fig. 7a), i.e., straight lines represented power laws. If the Taylor hypothesis is obeyed, the exponent would equal unity.

Within the limitations of the relatively noisy data, we find that the data represent a straight line over most of the analyzed spatial range and can be fitted to a power law function

$$\tau = \tilde{a} \chi^b,$$

with fitting parameters $\tilde{a}$ and $b$. The parameter $\tilde{a}$ is a scaling parameter and describes the $\Delta t_0$ corresponding to $\Delta x_0$. $\chi^b$ describes how the relevance of space compared to the time aggregation changes with resolution.

In Fig. 7a and b, the best fit for the 99th intensity percentile is shown for convective and stratiform precipitation. We find that $b$ is similar for both types (generally between 1.17 and 1.32), a departure from unity that should be confirmed by other data sources than the radar data at hand. An exponent $b > 1$ indicates that extreme precipitation is self-affine (self-similarity would require $b = 1$). The fractal properties of precipitation were already highlighted in earlier studies and are found to be a result of the hierarchical structure of precipitation fields (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987) with cells that are embedded in small mesoscale areas which in turn occur in clusters in large-scale synoptic areas (Austin and Houze Jr., 1972).

Table 1 displays $\tilde{a}$ and $b$ for the different percentiles shown in Fig. 7a (non-dimensional). We find that for convective pre-
Figure 7. Consistent spatial and temporal resolutions. \( \Delta t \) derived using Eq. (5) for different values of \( \Delta x \) for convective (blue) and stratiform (red) precipitation extremes at the 95th, 98th, 99th and 99.9th percentiles. Black lines are least square fit of \( \Delta t = a \times \Delta x^b \) with the fitting parameters \( a \) and \( b \) for the 99th percentile. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of parameter estimates. Gray lines show \( \Delta t \sim \Delta x \) and \( \Delta t \sim \Delta x^2 \). (a) Initial resolutions \( \Delta x_0 = 5 \text{ min} \), \( \Delta x_0 = 1 \text{ km} \). (b) \( \Delta t_0 = 5 \text{ min} \) and aggregated spatial resolutions \( \Delta x_0 = 2 \text{ km} \) (convective) and \( \Delta x_0 = 3 \text{ km} \) (stratiform). (c) \( v_{\text{eff}} \) (Eq. 7) for both precipitation types for Germany over the entire year.

Table 1. Estimation of the exponent \( b \) and the pre-factor \( \tilde{a} \) for the different precipitation types and percentiles together with the standard deviation of the parameter estimate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precipitation type</th>
<th>Percentile</th>
<th>( \tilde{a} )</th>
<th>( b )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convective</td>
<td>95th</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.05</td>
<td>1.17 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98th</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99th</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.27 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.9th</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.24 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratiform</td>
<td>95th</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.04</td>
<td>1.32 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98th</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.18 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99th</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.24 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99.9th</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean*</td>
<td>0.28 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excluding the 99.9th percentile.

Note also the kink in the observed curves in Fig. 7a at about 6 km, where a change of slope is observed. To show that this kink is a manifestation of the scale mismatch, we aggregate data spatially to 2 km (3 km for stratiform) horizontal resolution and re-plot (Fig. 7b). Due to this procedure the kink almost vanished. This test shows that aligning resolutions according to Eq. (6) allows smooth scaling.

For further analysis, and to make contact to the Taylor hypothesis, we use the ratio of the matching \( \Delta x \) and \( \Delta t \) to calculate the mean effective advection velocity, which we call \( v_{\text{eff}} \). We define

\[
v_{\text{eff}}(x) \equiv \frac{x}{\tau} = x^{1-b}/\tilde{a}.
\]

This effective velocity is not obviously the same as the velocity obtained by tracking algorithms, such as in Moseley et al. (2013), as \( v_{\text{eff}} \) combines all reasons for changes caused by aggregation. The main sources for these changes are advection of the precipitation field out of the grid box, temporal inhomogeneity caused by the temporal evolution of the precipitation event (Fig. 6b) and horizontal inhomogeneities perpendicular to the advection direction, which will increase the area reduction factors (Fig. 6c).

Figure 7c shows \( v_{\text{eff}} \) calculated for different \( \Delta x \) for the 95th, 98th, 99th and 99.9th percentile, using data without seasonal distinctions over Germany. \( v_{\text{eff}} \) lies in the same range as the velocities calculated by Deidda (2000) and Moseley et al. (2013) who calculated the velocities using tracking techniques. This shows that advection is likely the major source for changes due to temporal and horizontal aggregation. Low \( v_{\text{eff}} \) for horizontal resolutions below about 2 to 4 km are again a result of the mismatch of the 5 min temporal resolution and the 1 km spatial resolution explained above.

Note the deviating value of \( \tilde{a} \) for the 99.9th percentile of stratiform precipitation. This could be explained by mesoscale stratiform systems with embedded convection,

cipitation \( \tilde{a} \) is near 0.5. Within the error bars there is no obvious dependence on percentile. This is also the case for the stratiform type but not for the 99.9th percentile, which has higher \( \tilde{a} \) and lower \( b \) values.

Since the values of \( b \) are similar for both precipitation types (Table 1), the difference between the matching temporal resolution of stratiform and convective events is kept constant over the entire range of \( \Delta x \) analyzed. We find that the different scaling between the two precipitation types mainly results from the varying \( \tilde{a} \).
i.e., systems that are somewhat intermediate between stratiform and convective events. The corresponding graph (Fig. 7c) shows intermediary behavior, connecting the curves of convective precipitation (low \( \Delta x \)) to those of stratiform precipitation at high \( \Delta x \). Due to substantial noise at high spatial resolution it is not possible to identify whether \( v_{\text{eff}} \) shows a constant behavior (\( b = 1 \)) at the high resolutions, therefore the results in Zawadzki (1973) and Waymire et al. (1984) that indicate the Taylor hypothesis holds for timescales less than 40 min can neither be confirmed nor rejected.

Realizing that \( v_{\text{eff}} \) combines all sources for changes caused by aggregation enables a simplified view on the aggregation process. In a similar way as in Deidda (2000) we can use \( v_{\text{eff}} \) to generalize the Taylor hypothesis for a self-affine process by using \( v_{\text{eff}} \) instead of a constant velocity to describe the relation between space and time. Following the Taylor hypothesis we can now interpret the matching temporal and spatial scales from Fig. 7a as the mean time that is needed to advect the information about the precipitation field over the matching horizontal scale (implicitly including all other sources of aggregation changes as described above).

For example the typical timescale for a convective precipitation area to cross a grid box with a 10 km grid size, a typical resolution of state-of-the-art climate models, would be about 40 min. For a stratiform precipitation event the information about the precipitation field is already captured after about 20 to 25 min. Reasons for the lower effective advection velocity might be that stratiform events are statistically more homogeneous than convective events which results in a shorter period to capture the structure of the event. Also, convective events often occur at high-pressure weather conditions where low wind velocities might entail lower advection velocities.

Aggregation effects at a specific resolution will always be a combination of duration and area reduction factors. Connecting space and timescales using \( v_{\text{eff}} \) allows the association of temporal and spatial scales, shown in Fig. 7a. If, for a given spatial resolution, a larger temporal output period is used as indicated by Fig. 7a, the event will on average be advected beyond the grid box area, leading to high duration reduction factors (a “smearing out”).

### 3.1.4 Dominance of convective vs. stratiform extremes including event occurrences

So far we have only illustrated differences in the 99th percentiles of detected convective and stratiform events with precipitation intensities above 1 mm day\(^{-1}\), i.e., conditional probability density functions. The sample size therefore depends on the number of detections of the specific precipitation type, the resolution of the data set and the area fraction in the detected quadrants with precipitation intensities higher than the specified threshold. Including the events without precipitation in the statistics will have a major impact on the percentile values; therefore a sensitivity analysis performing the same analyses shown in Figs. 3 and 4 but with non-conditional probability density functions was done (not shown). This demonstrated that \( v_{\text{eff}} \) is not strongly affected by this threshold. Naturally, due to the high number of non-precipitation values, the high percentiles show correspondingly lower intensities. Table 2 indicates the event occurrences classified as convective or stratiform in the 3 hourly synoptic observations.

To consider the strong variation in occurrences, e.g., concerning season, we find that also the relative occurrence frequency of the two types of events has to be accounted for. We again use the 99th percentile for all data above 1 mm day\(^{-1}\), but now without distinction of precipitation type, for each aggregation interval as well as for each region and season. In the following we redefine \( I \) as the corresponding intensity (see Supplement for \( I \) values).

To assess the relative likelihood of a certain precipitation type to cause extreme precipitation, Fig. 8 shows the ratio of the number of convective events exceeding the intensity \( \hat{I} \) vs. the total number (convective + stratiform) of events exceeding \( \hat{I} \), i.e., \( N_{cv}(I > \hat{I})/(N_{cv}(I > \hat{I}) + N_{str}(I > \hat{I})) \).

However, dominance again depends on resolution: e.g., in southern Germany (all year) 80–90 % of precipitation extremes are of the convective type for the higher resolutions. Only when the data are aggregated to resolutions with grid spacings of 25 km and more does the percentage of stratiform events become appreciable. Even stronger differences occur between seasons: in summer, convection dominates extremes but is of less importance in winter (less than 10 % for the aggregated data sets and less than 35 % even at the very high-resolution data sets).

It is important to note that we used a percentile threshold for this analysis and the corresponding intensity threshold fluctuates with seasons. To test whether our findings simply are a consequence of overall higher intensities in summer we also compare similar intensities for summer and winter (using the 98th percentile for summer and the 99th percentile in winter, see Fig. 8g–i and Supplement). This revealed that seasonal differences nonetheless prevail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Winter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1358</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>1152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1537</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Occurrence of convective and stratiform events. Number of quadrants of Germany classified as convective (C) or stratiform (S) in the 3 hourly synoptic observations. The maximum possible values for the 2 years and for all four quadrants is 23 360. This number reduces by about half for the seasonal data and again by half for the sub-regions of Germany.
Figure 8. Convective dominance as a function of resolution including dry periods. The ratio of the number of convective precipitation events with precipitation intensities greater than or equal to the threshold intensity. Threshold intensity is defined as the 99th percentile of total precipitation intensities over the different parts of Germany for the years 2007–2008. Panels otherwise as in Fig. 3.

Figure 9 shows the convective dominance as a function of the horizontal resolution for the 95th, 98th, 99th and 99.9th percentiles. The role of convective precipitation in the extremes increases with higher percentiles, and convective precipitation becomes more relevant also over larger aggregated areas and time steps (see Supplement). At relatively low percentiles convective and stratiform events have the same exceedance probability, but with increasing percentile convection dominates, especially at high spatial resolution.

3.2 Assessing PDF changes due to data aggregation

The results of Sect. 3.1 highlight the interdependence of spatial and temporal scales and their impact on extreme precipitation. Changing resolutions, however, modifies the entire distribution function. To give an estimate of the information loss due to the aggregation process, we adopt a measure similar to that of the Perkins skill score (Perkins et al., 2007), originally designed to validate a model against observations by assigning a skill score. Here, we use it to quantify the overlap between two intensity PDFs at different horizontal and temporal resolutions. We define the PDF overlap as

\[
S(\Delta t_1, \Delta x_1; \Delta t_2, \Delta x_2) \equiv \int_{I_0}^\infty \min(\rho_{\Delta t_1, \Delta x_1}(I), \rho_{\Delta t_2, \Delta x_2}(I)) \, dI, \tag{8}
\]

where \( I \) is precipitation intensity, \( I_0 \) is the measurement cutoff, \( \rho_{\Delta t, \Delta x}(I) \) is the normalized PDF as in Eq. (1) and \( \min(\cdot, \cdot) \) gives the minimum of the two arguments. Hence,
Figure 10. PDF overlap for convective precipitation intensity. All of Germany for the years 2007–2008, aggregated to different horizontal (horizontal axis) and temporal (vertical axis) resolutions. (a) PDF overlap of each horizontal resolution between every temporal resolution and the 5 min data. (b) PDF overlap of each temporal resolution between every horizontal resolution and the 1 km data. (c) PDF overlap of each horizontal and temporal resolution compared to the 10 km, 60 min data.

$S(\Delta t_1, \Delta x_1; \Delta t_2, \Delta x_2)$ quantifies the overlap between PDFs of aggregated data at the spatiotemporal resolutions $(\Delta t_1, \Delta x_1)$ and $(\Delta t_2, \Delta x_2)$. If the two PDFs are identical, the overlap value is 1; if there is no overlap at all, it is 0. The PDF overlap is a means of comparing not only a fixed percentile of precipitation intensity but measuring the similarity of entire distribution functions. It is hence a way to quantify our initially qualitative discussion regarding Fig. 2.

We aggregate convective precipitation intensities over Germany and present the PDF overlap in three different ways: Fig. 10a shows the PDF overlap between the aggregated time resolution with the corresponding 5 min data but at fixed horizontal resolution, i.e., $S(5 \text{ min}, \Delta x; \Delta t, \Delta x)$ at matrix element position $(\Delta t, \Delta x)$. For the spatially highly resolved data $(\Delta x < 7 \text{ km})$, the PDF overlap degrades quickly when temporal resolution is reduced, while degradation is much slower at lower spatial resolution. In practice, if a defined spatial area, say a metropolitan region of 25 km, is of interest, performing measurements at 60 min resolution may lead to a tolerable margin of error while a smaller region of 2 km would require 5 or 10 min temporal resolution for the same margin of error. The chart could hence be used to estimate the error when data are available at one resolution but another is of interest. In Fig. 10b we present an analogous analysis, but we have now fixed the temporal resolution and compare to the 1 km data sets, i.e., $S(\Delta t, 1 \text{ km}; \Delta t, \Delta x)$ at matrix element position $(\Delta t, \Delta x)$. A similar pattern emerges with degradation now occurring for decreased spatial resolution.

In a third analysis (Fig. 10c) we calculate the overlap $S(60 \text{ min}, 10 \text{ km}; \Delta t, \Delta x)$ among aggregated data of spatiotemporal resolution $(t, x)$ and the data set at 60 min temporal resolution and 10 km spatial resolution. This reference point was chosen because it is close to current state-of-the-art regional climate model simulation over Europe. The plot shows a ridge with values close to 1, ranging from 5 min and 25 km to 120 min and 1 km resolution. Apparently all spatiotemporal resolutions along this curve produce PDFs which differ only slightly from the 5 min, 10 km aggregation. PDF overlap values quickly decrease when departing from this ridge. Comparing this ridge with the intensity decrease in the 99th percentile as illustrated in Fig. 3a, we find that the PDF overlap mirrors the changes found in the 99th percentile. Using cumulative PDF measures as the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistics is an alternative way of comparing PDFs. Figure 10c shows that different pairs of resolution give very similar PDFs. This can be used when comparing data sets of different resolution. This information also proved to be useful for statistical bias correction, further analyzed in the paper by Haerter et al. (2015).

For stratiform precipitation (Fig. 11), the analogous PDF overlap degrades more slowly compared to convective precipitation. For example, at a 50 km grid size we find that twice the temporal aggregation can be tolerated as compared to convective precipitation when a given PDF overlap is demanded (Fig. 11a). Similar conclusions hold for the degradation as function of horizontal resolution (Fig. 11b). Starting at about 20 min we again find that the $\Delta x$ can be increased to about twice the value for convective events to achieve the same PDF overlap value. For the overlap $S(60 \text{ min}, 10 \text{ km}; \Delta t, \Delta x)$, shown in Fig. 11c, the lower sensitivity to resolution changes for stratiform precipitation translates to a substantial widening of the red-shaded area near the ridge, indicating much lower errors of estimating extremes at unavailable resolutions when stratiform precipitation is concerned compared to the case for convective precipitation (Fig. 10c). Performing measurements over extended regions can already serve as a reasonable predictor of more local extremes. We also find that due to the different area and duration reduction factors of stratiform and convective type events, the ridge with values close to 1 is shifting. For the stratiform type we find that this ridge ranges from 5 min and 25 km to 90 min and 1 km resolution.
4 Discussion and conclusions

Precipitation is strongly inhomogeneous in time and space. Averaging over a specific temporal or spatial interval therefore transforms the distribution function. The resulting smoothing especially affects the extreme values, as it narrows the distribution function while preserving the mean. In this study, the focus is on how such averaging affects the two synoptically identifiable precipitation types, namely stratiform and convective extreme precipitation events. Convective events are known to produce strong, short-duration and localized precipitation while stratiform events are less bursty and cover larger areas. Using synoptic observations we separate radar-derived high-resolution precipitation intensities conditional on events of either of these two types. Unlike other studies, we here concentrate on the different aggregation behavior of the two precipitation types at different seasons and regions of Germany. Although we have not analyzed this behavior in other regions and climate zones, we expect that the findings will depend on the mean advection velocity and also the orography might have an impact on results.

4.1 Space–time dependency of intensity distributions

We found that convective extremes were considerably stronger in the south than in the north of Germany and also showed clear seasonal differences with the highest extremes occurring in summer. Stratiform extremes showed much more moderate differences over seasons and regions.

When aggregating data temporally or spatially, we find much stronger reduction for convective than for stratiform events (about 20 to 30 % higher). These differences are larger than seasonal or regional differences that were observed within one type. This highlights the importance of distinguishing between these two types of events, for example for statistical downscaling exercises. After the type separation, only the convective extremes show clear regional and seasonal differences and only in the area reduction factors. For the convective type, the strongest intensity reductions with spatial scale were found in southern Germany in summer and the lowest in northern Germany in winter.

4.2 Temporal and spatial scales at which shifts occur between dominantly convective and dominantly stratiform extreme events

Depending on the spatial and temporal resolution, different meteorological events will be considered extreme. We point out that this makes it difficult to compare different studies of extremes in which these extremes were defined at different scales. To demonstrate this we present the contribution of convective events to the total, as a function of data aggregation, for the 99th percentile of all precipitation events. This information is needed to identify which space–time resolutions contain comparable information about the distribution function, including the extremes. It will further help to identify at which resolution and percentile one can expect to obtain information about convective extreme precipitation events. Besides expected seasonal and regional differences with higher contribution of convective events in summer and over southern Germany, we also found a clear dependency on the scale and the threshold used. Over northern Germany, stratiform events contribute to the 99th percentile extremes only at horizontal resolutions coarser than 12 km when the duration interval is kept constant to 5 min. For a higher threshold (99.9th percentile), convective events dominate even more strongly and convective extremes consequently prevail over even larger areas and durations.

4.3 Pairs of temporal and spatial resolutions with similar aggregation effects on the extremes

For proper choice of model output resolution, precipitation downscaling as well as bias correction, the relation between the DRFs as compared to ARFs is important. Originating from the radar data resolution of 5 min temporally and 1 km spatially, we produced sequences of aggregation, both in space and time, yielding (i) temporally aggregated intensities for spatial scales held fixed and (ii) spatially aggregated intensity for temporal scales held fixed. Associating the respective aggregation resolution by matching identical pre-
precipitation extremes, we yield pairs of temporal and spatial resolutions, which define a curve.

The results allow us, e.g., to identify pairs \((\Delta x, \Delta t)\) of spatial and temporal resolutions for which the decrease in extreme precipitation intensities due to temporal aggregation matches that due to horizontal aggregation. In terms of the Taylor hypothesis, the timescales can roughly be viewed as the mean duration needed to advect the precipitation pattern by the width of a grid box (Fig. 6).

For example, if for a given horizontal grid size a larger temporal output interval is used the event will likely be advected further than the size of the grid box, leading to strong duration reduction factors. We find that for state-of-the-art regional climate simulations, performed at a 11 km horizontal resolution, the temporal resolution needed in order to avoid stronger duration than area reduction effects would be approximately 20 to 25 min.

In practice, in regional climate models the temporal output is often lower than the resolution computed here. It should therefore be reconsidered why many regional models do not output at sub-hourly frequency and why often only daily averages are stored.

If a model can resolve some small-scale features, e.g., convective extremes, information can only be preserved by outputting at the appropriate temporal resolution, while information gets lost when using lower temporal resolutions (Fig. 8). High temporal resolution is accessible by most models already (most models have computing time steps \(\sim\) seconds–minutes) but is not routinely output at such short periods. Recording at higher frequency would mainly affect storage space and not simulation run time (assuming efficient I/O handling).

The pairs of corresponding grid sizes and durations define a velocity \(v_{\text{eff}}\), which can be used to generalize the Taylor hypothesis to the situation where temporal scales change disproportionately compared to spatial scales (self-affinity; Deidda, 2000). For constant \(v_{\text{eff}}\) as function of spatial scale, the Taylor hypothesis would be obeyed. However, \(v_{\text{eff}}\) of convective and stratiform extreme precipitation algebraically decreases with increasing \(\Delta x\) with similar exponents for both precipitation types. The main scaling difference between convective and stratiform events can be described by a constant scaling factor. This scaling factor leads to about 1.75 times higher advection velocities for stratiform than for convective events.

4.4 PDF overlap

Changes caused by temporal aggregation depend on the spatial scale of the data and vice versa. We examine these dependencies by comparing pairs of PDFs derived for different aggregation resolutions using a method developed by Perkins et al. (2007), here defined as PDF overlap.

We find that PDF changes that were observed when decreasing the temporal resolution from 5 min to 2 h at 50 km horizontal resolution are quantitatively comparable with PDF changes when going from 5 to 30 min at 10 km horizontal resolution or from 5 to 10 min at 2 km horizontal resolution.

Furthermore, we show that the PDF overlap of a certain reference resolution (we chose as an example 60 min, 10 km) compared to all other aggregated resolutions shows a ridge with values close to 1. This ridge ranges from 5 min and 25 km to 120 min at 1 km resolution for convective type events (Fig. 10c) and from 5 min and 25 km to 90 min at 1 km resolution for stratiform events (Fig. 10c). These differences can be explained by the strong area reduction factors found for the convective type. The patterns found in this analysis are very similar to the patterns found in Figs. 3 and 4, highlighting that most of the differences found in the PDF overlap result from changes in the extremes.

The Supplement related to this article is available online at doi:10.5194/acp-15-5957-2015-supplement.
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